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Dear NSW Families

Please see below the latest correspondence from Independent Schools Queensland. Reiterating from my last email, 
boarding families within the border zone should utilise the highlighted reason to cross the border. Please note you 
are permitted to stay overnight. Boarding students should utilise the highlighted reason. 

You must complete a Queensland Entry Pass to enter Queensland from anywhere in Australia. 

• You must complete the Queensland Entry Pass in the 3 days before you travel to Queensland. It takes a few 
minutes to complete and your declaration will be sent to your email.

• You will be asked where you have been in the past 14 days. You must list all states and territories you have visited, 
even if your visit was brief or you travelled through an area.

• If conditions change or you need to update your travel details, you’ll need to complete a new declaration with 
updated details before you enter Queensland.

Families outside the ‘border zone’ please note that we, with the support of ABSA and the ICPA, are 
working behind the scenes to get clarity for you and your family. To this end, we anticipate getting back 
to you over the next few days to provide further information.

Dear Principals/Heads of Schools

As you would be aware, the Acting Premier has announced that from 1am AEST tomorrow, Friday 23 July 2021, all of New South 
Wales will be a declared COVID-19 hotspot. 

Face Masks/Restrictions

The Acting Premier also announced that face mask restrictions will continue to apply in South East Queensland for a further seven 
days, until 6am Friday 30 July. This includes anyone who has been to the impacted areas in South East Queensland in the last 14 
days.

All other restrictions for South East Queensland will be eased to the same as for the rest of Queensland from 6am AEST on Friday 23 
July. Restrictions including gatherings and visitors to hospitals, aged care and disability accommodation services, will be lifted.

Border Zone

A border zone will come into effect at this time. From 1am Friday, New South Wales border zone residents can only cross the border 
for a permitted purpose. Likewise, Queensland residents can only enter the New South Wales border zone for a permitted purpose.

Any school staff who live in the New South Wales LGAs included in the New South Wales border zone will be able to 
travel to their school/workplace if their school/workplace is in Queensland. This also applies to students who may live in 
the New South Wales LGAs in the New South Wales border zone so they can attend their Queensland school.

Anyone who lives outside the border zone will need to apply for an exemption to enter Queensland. Exemption requests 
need to be lodged online – please note, exemptions are only granted in extreme exceptional circumstances and, given the significant 
public health risk arising from the delta variant, living across the border may not meet that threshold. 

Queensland Health is asking people to use their common sense - you can cross the border from a border zone community for an 
essential activity, work, education or organised children’s sport.

You cannot cross the border for recreation or tourist activities or events, to visit a show or restaurant or for a holiday. 

23 July 2021, 2.33pm

Email from Tony Watt, Dean of Boarding

Boarding Families - NSW 
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Queensland residents and New South Wales border zone residents can only cross the border to: 

• get food or other goods or services for the personal needs of the household or other household purposes, including for pets, and for 
vulnerable persons if there aren’t suitable shops locally 

• access medical or health care or get medical supplies if they would normally cross the border to do so 

• get a COVID-19 vaccine if that is where they would usually go 

• get a COVID-19 test if that is the closest site 

• work 

• volunteer 

• provide assistance, care or support to a family member or to fulfil other caring responsibilities whether paid or unpaid 

• attend any court or tribunal of Australia or to comply with or give effect to orders of the court or tribunal of Australia 

• attend a childcare facility, school, university, or other educational institution 

• participate in organised sport they would usually participate in 

• take a child participating in organised sport (for example team sport related to their usual community sport or school based sport) 

• assist with or participate in an investigation or other action by a law enforcement authority 

• comply with or give effect to the exercise of a power or function of a government agency or entity under a law 

• to continue existing arrangements for contact between, parents, children and siblings who don’t live together 

• avoid injury or illness 

• escape a risk of harm 

• escape an emergency situation. 

You can stay overnight as needed for one of the above reasons. 

Border zone residents and Queensland residents cannot cross the border for: 

• a wedding or funeral unless they have an approved exemption which includes a COVID safe plan 

• exercise unless organised team sport that they would usually participate in 

• recreational purposes, including but not limited to: 

 » visit friends or family for reasons not listed above 

 » holiday 

 » be a spectator at a professional sporting event 

 » attend the cinema 

 » go to a theme park or other tourist experiences. 

New South Wales border zone residents and Queensland residents cannot travel south outside the border zone in New South Wales 
and then enter Queensland until it has been 14 days since they were south of the border zone. If they need to return to Queensland 
within the 14 days they will need to go into hotel quarantine. 

Regards,

Christopher Mountford

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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